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Introduction
Digital has become the new normal. Surrounded by technology, today’s consumers 

overridingly want to connect with their brands through digital channels – from 

video visits to the doctor to a seamless online shopping experience. They want to 

interact with the brands they trust digitally because it is through digital channels 

that they receive the most convenient and accessible experience. 

And businesses are responding. Bank of America’s 2021 Small Business Owner 

Report found that 62% of small business owners have adopted new digital tools 

and strategies to optimize operations in response to the pandemic. 46% of small 

businesses are now interacting with customers virtually and 26% have enhanced 

their social media presence. 

Still, establishing a strong digital presence for your company is only part of the 

battle. To really thrive, brands must create a digital customer service 

experience that meets the standard set by larger 

organizations. And this standard is fast, 

personalized, 24/7 support. 

As consumers interact with these larger 

brands, often multiple times at a day, 

they are getting accustomed to the quality 

of support that they their customer 

service teams with huge pools of 

resources can offer. When they then 

interact with a smaller brand, their 

expectations don’t drop – they still 

want and expect to receive the same level 

of service.  
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https://newsroom.bankofamerica.com/content/newsroom/press-releases/2021/05/bank-of-america-finds-60--of-small-business-owners-expect-their-.html
https://newsroom.bankofamerica.com/content/newsroom/press-releases/2021/05/bank-of-america-finds-60--of-small-business-owners-expect-their-.html
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For businesses with fewer resources, meeting this level of customer service and 

support may seem daunting, or even unattainable. With a limited team, even with  

agents  dividing their time between different responsibilities , providing 24/7 support 

may seem unfeasible.  

And yet, it’s completely attainable. With Comm100 Free Task Bot, 
businesses of any size and resource can match the quality, hours, and 
automation of even the most well-resourced customer service teams. 

Comm100 Task Bot is your 24/7 customer attendant. Placed within a website’s live 

chat software, Task Bot provides immediate support whenever the customer needs 

it. By guiding the visitor through a series of questions and answers, it can provide 

answers to their frequently asked questions (FAQs), or help them complete simple 

actions like booking a meeting or registering for an event. This isn’t only great for 

the customer experience – it also brings about a transformative opportunity to gain 

more leads and engage with more customers.  

As part of our free offering, Comm100 Task Bot doesn’t reduce your bottom line – it 

improves it. With a free bot by their side, any team can manage a growing support 

request volume without increasing operating hours, or even adding new hires.  

Read on to discover how you can unlock Task Bot in your team to go above and 

beyond the customer service standard and increase engagement with 24/7 support. 

We will cover the following: 

• Chapter 1: Begin with the basics: What is Comm100 Task Bot? 

• Chapter 2: Customer engagement 2.0: Why is Comm100 Task Bot a game-
changer for small business? 

• Chapter 3: Use for every occasion: Top 4 ways to employ Task Bot 

• Chapter 4: DIY: Step-by-step guide to build your own Task Bot

https://www.comm100.com/free/task-bot/
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Chapter 1 

 
Begin with the basics: 
What is Comm100 
Task Bot? 

Put simply, Comm100 Task Bot is a smart, fun, 
and interactive bot that resolves customer 
service & support questions. Sitting within the 
live chat window, Task Bots can: 

• Answers common questions 

• Direct visitors to helpful resources 

• Perform lead generation actions such as   
 signups and bookings 

A Task Bot can function completely 
independently so a human agent isn’t needed. 

This means that businesses can offer 24/7 support no matter their size, as well as reduce 
mundane and time-consuming customer service work for agents - all while improving 
customer satisfaction and driving engagement. 

Task bots are friendly and conversational. They greet your customer the way an agent 
would, and use a series of buttons to guide visitors towards the correct action or answer. 

Put simply, Comm100 

Task Bot is a smart, 

fun, and interactive bot 

that resolves customer 

service & support 

questions
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Visitors don’t need to waste time typing their query out -- instead, they simply click the 
option that fits their needs to route them to the right answer, resource, or agent. Task bots 
always respond instantly too, giving faster answers than an agent can.

Here are some of the ways that Comm100 Task Bot can be used by small businesses: 

• Act as a virtual attendant for brick-and-mortar stores: Task bots can give location-
specific assistance such as by identifying the nearest branches, or providing store or 
office hours.

• Facilitate scheduling: Small businesses often rely on scheduling to provide their 
services or book demos for their products. Task bots can help customers book 
appointments, meetings and more. 

• Generate leads: Users can engage with a task bot to learn more about a product, sign 
up for a mailing list, or register for an event. 

• Follow up: Task bots can help customers follow up with shipment statuses, work 
orders, and more. 

• Connect to the right agent or resources: Task bots can trigger different routing 
scenarios depending on the buttons that customers select. This is great for small 
businesses, where certain team members may be better equipped to handle different 
topics (such as sales versus support).
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Task bots are also engaging substitutes for 
standard webforms, allowing them to improve 
lead generation and conversion. Task bots 
can collect customer information such as 
their name, email address, company name, 
and more. They do this in a bite-sized way, 
asking one question and then following up 
with another. This mimics the personalized 
feeling of onboarding with a representative 
and reduces customers’ perceived effort. Any 
leads or bookings that a task bot collects are 
automatically stored in the platform, making 
task bots great for round-the-clock lead 
generation. 

Task bots don’t and shouldn’t work in isolation 
however. If at any time a customer wants to speak to a representative, they have the option 
to be transferred to a live person. If agents are offline, task bots can collect information 
needed for the agent to respond back to them during operating hours. Once the chat is 
passed on, the conversation history between the customer and the task bot goes with it, so 
the agent can avoid repetitive questioning and respond with much-needed context.  

Task bots are easy to build using simple templates, and can be launched in a matter of 
minutes. Comm100 Task Bot has pre-built templates for lead generation, meeting bookings, 
customer support, and FAQs (more on this in Chapter 3). Businesses can also build their 
own task bots from scratch using Comm100’s intuitive drag-and-drop functionality. No 
programming is required to set up task bots, and they are easy to implement either as a pre-
chat assistant or as an automated offline customer service rep. Administrators can check 
interactions that are marked as unhelpful by customers, and can build on the task bot to 
add more answers to FAQs, widgets, or other simple functionality. 

Did you know?

Task bots can be 

launched in a matter 

of minutes! No 

programming is 

required to set them 

up!
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Chapter 2 

 
Customer 
Engagement 2.0:  
Why is Comm100 Task 
Bot a game-changer 
for small business?  

Bots have been changing the game for years. When American Railway giant, Amtrak, 
launched their booking bot ten years ago, they saved $1 million on customer service costs in 
a single year, while experiencing a 30% increase of revenue from online ticket booking. 

Unfortunately, these early bots required extensive development and programming, so they 
were only accessible by companies with significant resources to spend on them. Today, 
Comm100 is making these benefits accessible to companies of all sizes with Task Bot, giving 
them access to customer service automation that enterprise-level companies have had for 
years. And better still, Comm100 Task Bot comes free with Comm100’s award-winning free 
live chat so teams can offer the perfect combination of human agent and automation. 

Here are the top 5 benefits of Comm100 Task Bot, and how they can transform customer 
service, support, and sales.

https://medium.com/internet-business/how-did-amtrak-save-1-million-5-examples-of-successfully-launched-chatbots-a68e88ba3e20#:~:text=Chatbot%20Julie%20from%20Amtrak&text=No%20wonder%2C%20it%20managed%20to,route%20to%20the%20requested%20destination.
https://www.comm100.com/free/task-bot/
https://www.comm100.com/freelivechat/
https://www.comm100.com/freelivechat/
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1.  24-hour engagement that fits any budget  

Every year, more and more consumers want businesses to accommodate their schedules 
and deliver 24/7 customer service. As customers continue to move dramatically toward 
online channels, the need for convenience and flexibility is greater than ever before. 
Instancy from brands isn’t just a demand: it’s an expectation.  

24/7 customer support isn’t realistic for the vast majority of businesses – but with Comm100 
Task Bot, it is. By setting up Task Bot’s automation, companies of all sizes can offer 24/7 
support without spending thousands of dollars hiring new staff or outsourcing to an 
international customer service provider. By offering round-the-clock support, companies 
don’t only drastically improve customer experience – they also give themselves a far greater 
window to engage with prospects from any time zone, making sure they don’t miss out on 
potential sales just because their agents had clocked off 5 minutes earlier. 

A task bot’s 24/7 customer service automation also helps reduce your overall interaction 
volume during operating hours – including calls, chats, emails, and social media inquiries. 
With task bots handling up to 80% of inquiries, they also help keep overnight inbox flooding 
to a minimum. 

Comm100 Task Bots are on-brand and quality-controlled, and maintain a high level of 
convenient, timely service, no matter the hour. 

Instancy from brands isn’t just a demand: it’s an expectation.
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Whenever a customer provides your task bot with information, like their name and email 
address, that info is stored under a tab titled “Collected Leads”. Similarly, any meetings that 
you book with your task bot will automatically populate under the “Booked meetings” tab. 

The biggest strength of a lead-generating task bot is its ability to elicit information like a 
person, rather than an analytics tool. A friendly task bot asks questions that imitates a 
brick-and-mortar experience, helping to engage with the customer and draw them into the 
conversation so they are more likely to provide their details. The interaction with prompts 
and buttons also almost mimics gamification – the strategy of using gaming elements within 
a non-gaming context, which has been well reported to boost engagement.  

Task bots give you opportunities to teach users more about your product, sprinkle in call-
to-actions (CTAs), and connect interested visitors with a sales representative. The ability to 
schedule product demos and meetings even when agents are offline means more valuable 
one-on-one conversations that convert. With Comm100’s lead generation and meeting 
booking task bot templates, your lead conversion task bot can be up and running in 
minutes. 

2. A powerful lead generation tool 

Customer retention is necessary for any customer service strategy. But for your business 
to grow, you need to attract new customers and give them opportunities to convert. This 
involves having multiple avenues for stimulating and capturing customer interest. Comm100 
Task Bot helps capture customer data and generate valuable leads. This could include: 

• Joining a mailing list 

• RSVPing for an event 

• Booking a sales demo  

• And so much more.  
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3.  A simpler, more appealing self-serve option 

A self-serve knowledge base is the cornerstone 
of all good customer service and support. It 
allows customers to find the answers to their 
problems by themselves without having to 
speak to an agent. In fact, it’s so popular that 
70% of customers now expect a company’s 
website to include a self-serve option. On top 
of this, it reduces overall workload because 
the common questions that agents receive are 
instead resolved without their involvement.  

However, as optimized and intuitive as your knowledge base may be, the act of searching in 
and of itself is a point of friction for some support-seekers. 

Task Bot helps remove this pain-point by making information retrieval quick, simple, and 
very accessible. The conversational and engaging nature of Task Bot also appeals to the 
customer on a different level than a knowledge base can. All of this automation helps reduce 
overall interaction volume during operation hours, while keeping overnight inbox flooding to 
a minimum outside of hours too.

4. Use agent time where it matters most 

Customer FAQs eat up a substantial amount of agent time and company resources. They are 
repetitive, simple to answer, and often boring for agents. By fielding these simple queries to 
a task bot, agents have more time to work on resolving more complex, sensitive and high-
value issues. This can be good for both businesses and agents. If the query is:

• complex; it will often require a level of problem-solving that you would want an agent 
on 

• sensitive; it will need the human touch of an agent  

• high-value; you want your best agent on the job to close the deal.  

70% of customers now 

expect a company’s 

website to include a 

self-serve option

https://www.slideshare.net/stevenvanbelleghem/the-self-serving-economy
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Task Bots aren’t just for the beginning of the conversation. Agents can also trigger a task bot 
during a chat. If a customer needs to be run through a common troubleshooting issue that 
involves a lot of steps, the agent can select the task bot within the live chat window. While 
the task bot takes the customer through the steps, the agent is free to focus on other tasks. 
Agents can also trigger task bots to run the customer through booking or registration steps.

All agents have to do is to select the Task Bot tab, which is in the same window as their 
canned messages and other useful resources. Agents click on the bot they want to handle 
the operation, and hit the ‘Send’ button. From there, the task bot takes over. 

On top of this, customer service agents who are split between teams or roles can use 
this time on their other responsibilities that they might have. Meanwhile, these type 
of interactions are far more engaging for the agent which helps to improve the agent 
experience, promoting an increased sense of fulfillment. 

Improving the agent experience leads to higher levels of customer satisfaction and less 
effort reported amongst customers. For small businesses, a reduced workload can also 
mean that customer service agents can fulfill different roles with their spare time that move 
the business forward. 

https://www.gartner.com/en/customer-service-support/insights/service-and-support-digest/2019-jan
https://www.gartner.com/en/customer-service-support/insights/service-and-support-digest/2019-jan
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5. Route chats to the best agent or resource for the job 

In many teams, pre-chat surveys or forms are set up to learn more about the customer’s 
query, and then smoothly and quickly route them to the correct agent, team, or department. 

Task bots also perform this function, but even more effectively. While pre-chat surveys 
are static, task bots provide a dynamic, engaging experiences that increases the likelihood 
of completing the questions. Once the task bot has guided the visitor through a series of 
questions through these simple, the bot can either answer their question, direct them to a 
resource, or route the chat to an agent. If the latter happens, all the information collected 
by the bot will be available to the agent so they don’t need to ask the customer to repeat 
themselves. Information such as type of inquiry, customer status, and account information 
can all be used to facilitate a seamless bot-to-agent handoff. 

By making it easy to get a user to the right agent or department the first time, task bots 
saves businesses from having to perform time-wasting transfers that could hurt the 
customer experience.
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Chapter 3 

 
Use for every 
occasion: Top 4 ways 
to employ Task Bot

In the previous chapter, we mentioned how Comm100 offers ready-to-use task bot 
templates for easy and fast set up. In this chapter, we will go through four of these 
templates and provide use cases for each so you can start thinking about how you could use 
task bots to take your customer service game up a level. 

1. Lead generation 

Task bots have many benefits and functions, but one that stands out is its ability to acquire 
leads. You can use task bots for lead generation by helping visitors sign up for things such 
as: 

• Webinars 
• Events 
• Promotional emailing list 
• eBooks 
• And much more 
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Here’s an example of a task bot that helps increase webinar sign-ups: 

Here, visitors have three options: they can sign up for a webinar, download a recording of a 
past webinar, or they can talk to an agent. Both downloading the recording and signing up 
for the webinar can be valuable paths to lead generation. 

Once the customer selects that they want to sign up for the webinar, the task bot starts by 
asking them for their name. This is much like an agent would do over the phone, or like a 
human attendant would do in person.  

The next step is to get the customer to provide their email address and company’s name. 
You can customize the information that you collect, or even collect a user comment. Be sure 
to keep the information collecting process speedy and relevant to ensure that customers 
fully wrap up registration. Your task bot will store this information in your ‘Collected leads’ 
tab within the platform. 
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2. FAQs 

Most of the inquiries that agents receive are repetitive in nature and could be solved by 
the customer themselves within your knowledge base or FAQ section. The problem is, 
customers often don’t want to look for the answer to their problem. Canned messaging, 
internal agent-facing knowledge bases, and Agent Assist can all help agents address these 
FAQs quickly - but repetitive questioning is still time-consuming and draining for your 
agents. 

With Comm100’s FAQ task bot template, you can route as many common FAQs to the task 
bot as you want. They can answer anything from your top one or two most commonly asked 
questions, to a whole range of FAQs from different departments, including sales, customer 
service, and troubleshooting. 

Here, this FAQ task bot tackles three commonly asked questions: return policy, 
customization services, and questions about delivery timelines. When a customer clicks on 
the question, the FAQ task bot has a few options: it can provide the answer directly, it can 
link to a knowledge base article that opens in the chat window so customers don’t have to 
navigate away, or it can ask a follow-up question to give your user as precise of an answer as 
possible. 
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This way, your customer can receive only the information that is relevant to their specific 
question. They don’t have to scroll through an entire article to find the part they’re looking 
for: they can be selective, reducing their effort. 

Depending on your use case, you may not want to have an extensive FAQ database available 
to customers in the task bot window. Sometimes, having the task bot take just two or three 
FAQs off of your agents’ backs is enough to drastically improve their workflow. Here’s an 
example of how a troubleshooting FAQ task bot can help customers navigate a few simple 
questions on their own: 

Customers select the problem they are having, or they can speak to an agent if the problem 
is not covered. The task bot then provides them with the solution. 

By offering a simple version of the solution, as well as a knowledge base article for a more 
in-depth exploration, this FAQ bot successfully helps customers remedy their issue with both 
long and short-form content. The customer can tell the task bot if this solution was helpful 
or not, and perform a follow-up action if they require additional assistance. 
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3. Routing 

Routing task bots classify visitors by asking them simple questions, and then guiding them 
to the most suitable agent or resource. For example, this task bot uses a simple two-button 
system to help guide users: 

Users who click on the ‘Schedule a donation’ button are directed to book a donation 
appointment. For users who want to check eligibility, the task bot populates an in-window 
FAQ resource that gives them more information on different scenarios that might impact 
their eligibility. Users can scroll through these scenarios and learn about the ones that apply 
to them. Users who go on to book an appointment can do so knowing their eligibility status 
so that no surprise factors will cause them to get turned away. 
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This self-serve routing path is incredibly simple, and guides users to one of two resources. 
Still, it’s enough for many of the queries to be resolved without any human interaction. With 
the task bot handling the simpler, lower value questions, agents can give the right amount of 
time and care to their donors by engaging in longer, more meaningful conversations.  

4. Bookings 

Product demos, meetings, dining reservations, and trips can all be automatically booked 
using task bots. Take for example, this booking bot. Used to help customers schedule 
product demos, the bot populates a calendar view directly in the chat window. Customers 
and prospects can easily select the date and time they want to book without ever leaving the 
chat window. 
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Like with other task bot templates, this task bot gives the user the option to either complete 
a booking or speak to an agent for another issue or special booking circumstances. Once the 
customer selects ‘Book a meeting’, a calendar pops up in the chat window. Comm100 Task 
Bot has a built-in Calendly integration that lets users quickly and easily select the date that 
they want to meet. 

At the top of the page are details about the meeting duration. Once the user clicks on the 
calendar date, they are given the option of several time slots. Users select their desired 
meeting time and click “Confirm”. From there, they are prompted to enter their information 
to complete the booking. 

Visitors can enter their name, email, and a comment that will help the representative 
prepare for the meeting. Once they are done, they can schedule the event. A confirmation 
message will pop up, and the task bot can both thank the user for registering and offer the 
user another action.
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Chapter 4 

 
DIY: Step-by-step guide to 
build your own Task Bot

Not too long ago, building a task bot was a time-consuming process that required 
companies to pay steep fees to a developer to program a bot to fit their specific use case.  

Today, creating a task bot is simple with Comm100. It requires zero programming 
knowledge, and only takes a few minutes. Comm100 Task Bot is also free so businesses of 
all sizes and resources can experience the growth-inducing benefits of customer service 
task automation. And, because Comm100 Task Bot lives within your live chat window, 
incorporating them into your existing customer service strategy is seamless. 

To prove just how easy it is to build your very own task bot (or as many as you’d like!), here 
is a step-by-step guide to creating and deploying a Comm10 Task Bot. 

Step 1: Create a new bot 

To begin, log into the Comm100 platform and click on the bot module in the far left column. 
From there, select ‘Task Bot’ from the menu. You’ll be taken to the Dashboard where you 
can create and view your bots, bookings, and collected leads. From here, simply click on 
‘New Task Bot’. 
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Step 2: Choose a template 

From there, you will be prompted to choose one of four templates: Lead Generation, 
Meeting Booking, Customer Support, and FAQ. You also have the option to create your own 
bot from scratch. 

Templates act as a blueprint for building your bot. They are easy to edit and customize to 
meet your company’s needs. Select the template that best fits your desired use case. A pre-
built task bot flow will populate on the dashboard as seen below. 
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Step 3: Customize the conversation workflow 

Once you’ve named your bot, it’s time to edit the messaging within the pre-populated 
workflow.  

The first message in the sequence is the greeting message. Task bots typically start by 
introducing themselves and offering a selection of topics that they can help with for the 
customer to choose from.  Each template comes with its own sample greeting and set of 
buttons which trigger different actions which you can edit. You can also add more buttons 
by clicking ‘Any other response. 

Buttons can trigger three types of actions: 

• Send content: text, a quick reply, an image, or a video 

• Collect info: customer’s name, email, phone number, location, and more 

• Perform an advanced action: trigger a webhook, an SSO login button, book a meeting, 
send an email.  
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As you create your Comm100 task bot content, 
be sure to leverage the right media for your 
response. If something requires a long answer 
with several steps, it may be better to link to an 
article or to insert a how-to video than to type 
out those steps. Similarly, if you need to include 
a lot of text, you should break it down into small, 
digestible bits that look and feel similar to how 
you would text a friend or colleague. When using 
links, you can also choose how each article opens: 
whether it’s in the side window, a new tab, or the 
same browser (make sure the way this happens is 
convenient for users, too!). The way you present 
information should go beyond engagement: it has 
to be functional, too. 

For additional personalization, you can also use dynamic info when building out your task 
bot’s content. When you collect dynamic info, such as a user’s name, your Comm100 Task 
Bot will remember and use this in future messages.  

Step 4: Account for flow and exit 

Once a user has asked their question, they aren’t necessarily done with the task bot. 
No matter what your use case is, your user should have a clear route to wrap up their 
communication with your task bot. It should be easy for users to start their interaction over, 
ask more than one question, escalate an issue to an agent, leave an offline message, or 
perform any other exit action. 

Comm100’s templates come prefilled with a flow that is tailored to 4 different use cases. 
All of these templates account for both successful interactions - such as when a task bot 
user is able to fully resolve a query or complete an intended action - and for unsuccessful 
interactions where the task bot cannot help the user fulfill their intent. Depending on the 
case, your task bot should offer users a way to exit or escalate the interaction. 
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Task bots can also hand off interactions to another bot. This is useful for if you want to 
create different bots for different functions, but have them all be accessible at the same 
time depending on what the user selects. Bot-to-bot handoffs are easy and seamless, and 
happens within the same live chat window. 

Step 5: Choose pre-chat or offline 

Once you are ready for your task bot to go live, you can enable it one of two ways: as a pre-
chat function or as an offline message. Enabling your task bot as a pre-chat function means 
that it will answer your queries during your business hours. This makes your task bot your 
company’s first responder for all incoming customer queries. To enable your task bot in this 
mode, simply click on “Pre chat” under the “Campaigns” tab. From there you will have the 
option to select your bot. 
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Enabling your task bot as an offline message will make it live only when your agents are 
offline. These bots work as your after-hours assistants, helping visitors while your agents are 
not available. To enable your task bot in this manner, click on “Offline Message” under the 
“Campaign” tab. 
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Step 6: Preview and publish 

Once you have edited the content and flow of your template, you can preview what it will 
look like for your users by hitting the “Preview Bot” button in the upper right-hand corner. 
A simulated interaction will appear showing you exactly how your task bot will perform 
with your users. You can also make any edits easily, either by clicking on the conversational 
piece you want to edit or by adding or adjusting different components using drag and drop 
functionality. 

Publishing your task bot on your website is as easy as installing live chat. If you already have 
live chat on your website, you can skip this step. Otherwise, simply copy the live chat code 
and paste it into your website. You can access this code quickly and easily in the Campaigns 
tab, or from a quick start shortcut on your desktop.
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Setting SLAs for email in Comm100

Conclusion
It’s time for small businesses to get some 

attention. 

Enterprise-level businesses may have 

more capital, but they also have more 

hurdles to overcome when onboarding 

new technologies. Businesses that are 

able to be nimble and adapt to developing 

technology will have an edge when it comes to 

both customer service and lead acquisition.  

Thanks to Comm100 Task Bot, smaller businesses can raise their 

customer service game to the same level as the biggest of brands, 

and start engaging with more and more customers around the 

world. Your digital marketers can benefit from lead generation task 

bots. Your sales teams can book meetings with visitors that are most 

likely to convert. And your customers will benefit from quick, convenient 

support from their favorite brand, whenever they need it. 

It’s a win for customers, and a win for businesses. 

To take your customer service offering up to the level of even the biggest brands and 

offer 24/7 support, sign up for Comm100 Free today and help your customers, to 

help yourself. 

Comm100’s Free Task Bot is customizable, flexible 
and powerful. Get started today!
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https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/7605-business-trend-predictions.html
https://www.businessnewsdaily.com/7605-business-trend-predictions.html
https://www.comm100.com/free/task-bot/


letschat@comm100.com  1-877-305-0464  comm100.com

Learn more

Let’s Chat
Comm100 is a leading global provider of omnichannel 
customer experience solutions with a mission to make 

online service and support delivery more genuine, more 
personalized, and more productive through meaningful 

conversations. Let us show you how.

mailto:letschat%40comm100.com?subject=
https://secure.comm100.com/siteregister.aspx
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